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Introduction

Introduction

Established on April 4th, 2021, StripperCoin is a forward-thinking project designed to
revolutionize the adult content and NFT market. The project's inception was fueled by the
recognition of the unique challenges faced by adult content creators and the desire to provide
them with a platform that empowers them to monetize their work while retaining full control over
their creations.

Our goal is to provide a safe, non-degrading, and efficient way for creators to receive funds from
their clients, while also offering exclusive content access and valuable NFTs to content
consumers and collectors.

With the upcoming launch of Exxxchange.io, an Adult NFT Marketplace, and Exxxclusive.app,
an Adult Premium Content platform, StripperCoin is positioning itself at the forefront of the
rapidly growing NFT and adult content market. By leveraging promotional capabilities through
token airdrops, StripperCoin can distribute promotional material to up to 10,000 wallets every 5
days, further expanding the reach and impact of creators launching projects with us.

In this whitepaper, we outline the vision, technical details, tokenomics, and future plans for
StripperCoin, showcasing the immense potential this project has to transform the adult content
and NFT landscape.

**PLEASE READ FULL LEGAL DISCLAIMER AT BOTTOM**

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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The New Vision - 2023 and beyond!

The Power of $STRIP and vSTRIP

The StripperCoin ecosystem uses two tokens, $STRIP and vSTRIP, to facilitate transactions
and gamify the user experience. $STRIP is the primary token with a locked policy and supply,
used for payments, content access, and project governance. vSTRIP, with an infinite supply and
open policy, is used for gamification purposes, such as voting on leaderboards and awards (via
burning mechanisms), and staking rewards (by staking $STRIP).

We recognize that there will be intermediate steps to realize the vision in it’s entirety as Cardano
is upgraded with HydraHeads and BabelFees, as well as Identity Solutions. In the intermediate
steps, $ADA will be used as well.

Exxxchange.io: An Adult NFT Marketplace that will provide a platform for creators and
collectors to mint their own Adult NFT Collections and facilitate buying and selling of these
assets. Sell your Adult NFT’s for $ADA or $STRIP.

Exxxclusive.app: An Adult Premium Content platform that grants access exclusively to
NFT holders, ensuring privacy and exclusivity for its members. This app will eventually allow
holders to chat with the creators and interact with them on a more personal level, as well as tip
them directly. The app will make use of vSTRIP (held by more than 20k wallets) to vote creators
on to leaderboards, to win awards, and more - gamifying the experience for end-users.

Promotional Tokens: With our promotional abilities and partnerships, we can distribute
promotional material to between 5,000-10,000 wallets every five days, increasing awareness
and adoption of adult creators who partner with StripperCoin and its applications.

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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Technical Overview

StripperCoin is built on the Cardano blockchain, leveraging its Proof of Stake technology and
eUTXO accounting model for enhanced energy efficiency and security. Cardano's vision for the
future financial system aligns with StripperCoin's goal of providing a seamless and integrated
solution for the adult entertainment industry. By choosing Cardano, we benefit from its robust
security features, as the platform's Layer1 takes care of securing the tokens, eliminating the
need to worry about hackable smart contracts at the token level like many other chains. This
allows us to focus on the creators!

Additionally, StripperCoin chose Cardano for its innovative roadmap, which includes AtalaPrism
for identity solutions, HydraHeads for fast settlement, and BabelFees for more flexible
transaction fee management. These features will provide a superior user experience for content
creators and consumers alike. While these features are not yet implemented on Cardano, we
eagerly await their deployment and look forward to integrating them into our platform as they
become available.

Tokenomics

There are 69,000,000 StripperCoin tokens in existence. There will NEVER be any more or any
less as the token’s policy is locked and cannot be altered. The distribution is as follows:

- 5% allocated to StripperCoin Reserves
- 3% for StripperCoin Ambassadors
- 4% designated for Developers
- 8% retained by StripperCoin Creator
- 80% Public Token Distribution

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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How does the StripperCoin Ecosystem work? (Use Cases)

StripperCoin, along with its associated platforms Exxxchange.io and Exxxclusive.app, aims to
revolutionize the adult content and NFT market by providing unique benefits to content creators,
content consumers, and NFT collectors.

Benefits for Content Creators:
Creators in the adult industry can mint and sell their own NFT series on Exxxchange.io, giving
them a new way to monetize their brand and engage with their fan base. By publishing premium
content exclusively for their NFT holders on Exxxclusive.app, creators can drive demand for
their NFTs and foster a dedicated community. In addition, creators receive 100% of the royalties
from any secondary market sales, with funds sent directly to their wallets. The platforms also
provide creators with promotional opportunities to reach over 20,000 users every 5 days.

Benefits for Content Consumers:
Fans of adult content creators can purchase their favorite creators' NFTs, giving them access to
exclusive content on Exxxclusive.app. This content is available only to NFT holders, increasing
the value of their investment. By owning these NFTs, fans have a collectible item from their
favorite creators, which could also appreciate in value if the creator's profile rises in popularity.

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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Benefits for NFT Collectors:
Collectors can acquire potentially valuable adult content NFTs, especially if the creator's profile
increases in popularity. As the creators continue to produce content on Exxxclusive.app and
grow their fan base, the demand for their NFTs can lead to higher floor prices and potential
profits for collectors.

Benefits for $STRIP Holders:
By holding $STRIP, token holders can access exclusive platform features, participate in
governance decisions, and potentially benefit from token appreciation as the platform grows.
Additionally, $STRIP holders can enjoy gamification elements, such as leaderboard boosts and
unique rewards, enhancing their experience on the platforms. $STRIP holders may also be
granted access to special content and perks from content creators, further increasing the value
and appeal of holding the token. (Many of these features still need to be built)

Example Scenario:
A popular adult content creator decides to mint a limited edition NFT series on Exxxchange.io.
Fans purchase these NFTs to gain access to exclusive content available only on
Exxxclusive.app where they can also tip her and vote her to the top of leaderboards. As the
creator's popularity grows and they continue to produce premium content on the platform, the
demand for their NFTs rises. Fans and collectors can trade these NFTs on secondary markets,
with the creator receiving royalties from each sale. This ecosystem provides benefits to all
parties involved: creators monetize their content, fans access exclusive material, and collectors
potentially profit from the appreciating value of the NFTs.

StripperCoin, Exxxchange.io, and Exxxclusive.app create a unique ecosystem in the adult
content and NFT market, offering distinct advantages to content creators, consumers, and
collectors. With innovative features like direct royalty payments and promotional opportunities,
these platforms have the potential to disrupt and reshape the industry.

Innovative Use Cases and Unforeseen Success

While StripperCoin has a clear vision for how creators and consumers can use the platform, we
also recognize that innovative content creators may find new and unexpected ways to leverage
the tools we are developing. Our platform is designed to be flexible and adaptable, enabling
creative individuals to explore novel approaches to content creation and monetization.

We encourage creators to think outside the box and experiment with the StripperCoin
ecosystem, as this can lead to unforeseen success stories. By offering an open and versatile
platform, StripperCoin empowers content creators to maximize their potential and reach new
heights in their careers.

The future of the adult content and NFT market is full of possibilities, and StripperCoin is
committed to providing the necessary tools and support for creators to thrive in this exciting new

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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space. Our goal is to foster innovation and creativity, unlocking opportunities for content creators
to achieve success in ways we never envisioned.

Growth Strategy

As StripperCoin continues to evolve and expand, the team is committed to developing new
features and applications to ensure the platform stays relevant and competitive in the
ever-changing adult entertainment landscape. The following are some of the key areas of focus
for the project's future growth:

1. Platform Expansion: StripperCoin will continue to expand its ecosystem by developing
additional applications and services tailored to the unique needs of the adult entertainment
industry. This includes exploring opportunities in areas such as virtual reality, live streaming, and
the metaverse, ensuring the platform remains at the cutting edge of technology and user
experiences.

2. Partnerships: Establishing strategic partnerships with other platforms and services within the
adult entertainment and blockchain industry will be a key focus for StripperCoin. By
collaborating with cam sites, adult content platforms, and other industry players, StripperCoin
can increase its reach, user base, and overall impact.

3. Marketing and Community Building: StripperCoin will continue to invest in marketing and
community-building efforts to raise awareness about the platform and its offerings. This includes
attending industry events, sponsoring influencers, and leveraging social media to engage with
potential users and supporters.

4. Integration with DeFi Ecosystems: To unlock additional value for token holders, StripperCoin
plans to explore integration with various decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms and services.
This will enable $STRIP and vSTRIP holders to stake, lend, and participate in other DeFi
applications, potentially generating additional yield on their tokens.

5. Regulatory Compliance: StripperCoin is committed to ensuring that the platform complies with
all relevant laws and regulations in the jurisdictions it operates. The team will continue to work
closely with legal and regulatory experts to navigate the evolving legal landscape for
cryptocurrency and adult entertainment.

By focusing on these key areas, StripperCoin aims to drive sustainable growth and development
for its ecosystem. The platform's commitment to innovation, user engagement, and empowering
content creators will ensure that StripperCoin remains a leading player in the adult
entertainment industry for years to come.

http://strippercoin.io
http://exxxclusive.app
http://exxxchange.io
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Conclusion

In conclusion, StripperCoin has evolved from its light-hearted origins to become a serious
project with ambitious goals in the adult entertainment industry. With the launch of
Exxxchange.io and Exxxclusive.app, StripperCoin aims to provide a comprehensive solution for
creators, collectors, and consumers within the adult entertainment sector. By leveraging the
power of Cardano's blockchain technology, StripperCoin is poised to revolutionize the way
digital assets and services are exchanged and monetized.

TOKEN SALES:
As of the publication of this pastypaper, there are no ongoing or planned token sales for
StripperCoin. Any future token sales will be announced through our official communication
channels, including our website and social media platforms.

Contact us
support@strippercoin.io
Twitter.com/StripperCoin

LEGAL DISCLAIMER:

This pastypaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to
buy, or a recommendation to purchase any StripperCoin tokens or any other financial instruments. The content of this
document should not be relied upon for making any investment decisions.

The purchase, ownership, and use of StripperCoin tokens involve substantial risks, including the risk of losing all or
part of the value of the tokens. Prospective purchasers of StripperCoin tokens should carefully consider these risks
before making any decision to purchase tokens.

StripperCoin tokens are not intended to constitute securities, commodities, or any other form of investment in any
jurisdiction. This document does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to
constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

StripperCoin tokens have not been registered or approved for listing or trading on any regulated market. The
regulatory status of StripperCoin tokens and the regulatory framework applicable to blockchain and cryptocurrency
projects is subject to change in various jurisdictions. There can be no assurance that regulatory authorities will not
impose new or additional requirements or restrictions on the StripperCoin project or the use of StripperCoin tokens.

The information contained in this pastypaper is subject to change without notice, and no representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, is made as to its accuracy, reliability, or completeness. StripperCoin expressly disclaims any
and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising directly or indirectly from the
reliance on any information contained in this pastypaper.

Participants in the StripperCoin ecosystem are solely responsible for ensuring that their participation complies with
the applicable laws and regulations in their respective jurisdictions. StripperCoin will not be held liable for any
non-compliance with such laws and regulations.

http://strippercoin.io
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